16th International Festival of Mixed Gardens
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Princesses and Samurai...
Adventures in the
of the Rising Sun

Gardens

The Festival of
Mixed Gardens at
Wesserling Park

Listed as a “Historic Monument” (Monument Historique) and recognised as a “Remarkable Garden”
(Jardin Remarquable) in 2005, Wesserling Park is testimony to an extraordinary textile adventure
in a valley of the River Thur in the Upper Vosges.
This unique site is a former “Royal Textile Printing Factory” with an incredible number of preserved
buildings linked to the textile industry. The gardens have been landscaped ever since the site was
first managed and the château was built. They were originally created as ornamental gardens
for the enjoyment of captains of industry, bearing witness to the landscaping conventions of the
various centuries. Later they were steadily turned into vegetable gardens for workers, and then
abandoned, before being gradually restored.
Each year for almost 15 years, designers, visual artists and landscapists have brought life
to these gardens, producing temporary creations which surprise, question and enchant. More
than just a Festival of Gardens, it aims to encourage the inhabitants of the valley to occupy
the spaces trod by their ancestors, to invite visitors to walk through centuries of history and to
encourage the next generation to ask questions about the future of their environment.
Through this new theme, the Festival reaffirms its desire to unite innovation and respect for the
past. It provides an opportunity for designers to introduce play, interactivity and entertainment
into the heart of a centuries-old heritage park. The intermingling of eras, uses and plants
shapes the unique character of the Festival of Mixed Gardens at Wesserling.

Parc de Wesserling
Ecomusée textile
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Tel. : +33 (0)3 89 38 28 08
jardins@parc-wesserling.fr
www.parc-wesserling.fr
Regular garden, Festival 2016
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Theme for the 2018
Festival and Targeted
Audience

Theme for the 2018
Festival

Enchanting Characters
In 2018, we will depart for the Land of the Rising Sun, to discover the ancestral philosophy of
the samurai and the modernity of manga.
We have selected several supporting works, each of which presents landscapes, atmospheres
and stories in which we want to immerse our visitors.
Read, watch and observe. Take inspiration from these characters, give us the desire to take their
place, recreate their worlds within your gardens, and invent challenges and workshops so that
each one of us can be immersed in their fates !
Princess Mononoke draws us in to defend the spirits of the forest (or kodama) against the metal
forges of Lady Eboshi which consume trees for fuel. Accompanied by the wolf goddess Moro
and her two sons, the Princess journeys through enchanted forests, populated by small kodama,
and is followed by Ashitaka, a courageous and handsome young man. The enchanting natural
environment of a Japan of lush green mountains, mixed forests and crystalline lakes and rivers is
given pride of place in the story.
Princess Kaguya, on the other hand, shows us the magnificent culture of Japan through the most
beautiful of its arts: calligraphy, precious kimono fabrics, the tea ceremony and the Zen garden.
Born in a forest of bamboo and residing in a traditional dwelling, she reveals the subtlety and
finesse of ancient Japanese towns, as well as their astonishing décor and inimitable rituals. Her
face gradually assumes the appearance of a geisha, before she returns to live on the Moon
where the inhabitants of the celestial star await her.
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Theme for the 2018
Festival

Each of the philosophical tales we have selected draw on traditional objects or places and
feature characters which progress along the path of wisdom.
In “The Arrows of the Mori”, three brothers learn from their father’s highly illustrative demonstration
that they are stronger when united.
“The Cherry Tree Branch” demonstrates the superiority of the poetry and harmony of a garden
over the power of the desire of the powerful. How man, by fashioning nature with his own hand,
creates a haven of peace for all beings and a source of inspiration for painters.
“The Challenge of Flowers for Tea” speaks of the unusual aestheticism of the tea ceremony and
the importance of each detail in everyday rituals.
Learn to be stoic and calm thanks to the “Insulted Samurai” and imagine the clothes and
weapons of such a legendary warrior.
“The Samurai and the Willow” shows how the gentleness and patience of a child will always
conquer the violence of adults. This fairy tale, based on an iconic species found in Japanese
gardens, encourages us listen to the wind rustling in the leaves of the trees like a whisper, or a
prayer.
Finally, “The Art of the Sword according to the Oral Tradition of the Ken” is a prose poem
about the indispensable weapon of great Japanese warriors.
You will find full versions of these philosophical tales as well as more detailed descriptions of the
manga stories in the annexes.
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Theme for the 2018
Festival

A Rich and Diverse Culture
The selection of supporting works for the Festival is a true testament to a Japan of both myth
and modernity. This captivating and alluring country combines ancestral philosophy with
unparalleled technology. The balance of its culture rests on this subtle duality, which we would
like to impart to our visitors.
The manga stories have female heroes,
enabling young girls (and older ones !) to
identify with the characters.
They use modern technology to infiltrate
society.

The samurai tales are centred on characters
who are mostly male and mostly warriors.
They are mainly ancient tales, dating from
the medieval age, and etched into the
chronology of ancient dynasties.

They express a respect for tradition, in the
form of a battle against modernity (Princess
Mononoke fights against the metal forges
while Princess Kaguya refuses to marry above
her station).
The highly detailed scenery depicts real,
natural or constructed worlds.

They are evidence of the ancestral Zen
philosophy which has shaped Japanese
culture and are the source of timeless myths.
The settings are very poetic and only faintly
sketched, like prints which have been diluted
by the rain.

This duality forges close ties between the past and the present and reveals a rich and diverse
culture, expressed through numerous objects, arts and rituals:
- on the subject of textiles: traditional costumes (kimonos, samurai armour), production
techniques (sashiko, katagami)
- on the subject of interior and exterior decoration: Zen gardens and typical plants
such as cherry trees, willows and bamboo, buildings such as traditional houses and temples
- on the subject of decorative elements drawn from diverse arts: lanterns, calligraphy,
traditional papers, prints, origami and ikebana
- on the subject of everyday customs: gastronomy, tea ceremony, facial make-up and
kamishibai.
This non-exhaustive list can serve as a basis for inspiration for your projects. It is up to you to
look further afield, to make your own discoveries and to design garden proposals which immerse
our visitors in another world, the world of Japanese history and culture.
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Theme for the 2018
Festival
Wesserling Visitors
The Festival of Mixed Gardens is one of the main garden events in eastern France, with an
average visitor attendance of more than 70,000 in recent years.

Festival Visitors
• Individual visitors 80 %
• Groups and schools 20 %

Visitors pourcent
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Geographical Origin of Visitors

The numbers and typology of visitors varies according to the different months of the Festival:

• School groups visit the Festival during the month of June (and the Park in the months of
May, September and October) and take advantage of the many events offered by the Park’s
educational team.
• The peak times for individuals to visit the Festival are at weekends (on Sundays we hold artistic

events – music, theatre, etc. – and weekend evenings in August are dedicated to Nocturnal
Extravaganzas).

•

The tourist audience is present every day from 14 July to the end of August.
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Festival
Timetable

Festival
Timetable

10 nov.

Deadline for receipt of proposals

15 jan.

Deadline for receipt of complete proposal dossier

2017

2018

1•15 feb.
2018

Selection date

by
mid-march
2018

Date of site visit for teams selected for the Festival (meeting with garden
staff and project timings)

30 march

Deadline for submission of communications dossier (in digital
format)

2017
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Festival
Timetable

12 march
•18 may

Dates for installation of gardens (construction carried out by
designers with technical support from Park teams)

2018

3 june
2018

30 sept.
2018

Opening date and official launch of the Festival of Gardens (in
the presence of the designers)

Closing date of the Festival of Gardens
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Conditions of
Consultation

Conditions of
Consultation
«Kiouni, l’éléphant grandeur nature », Déambulons, Festival 2016

Profile of Participants
This consultation is open to all creatives, whether they are landscape designers, visual artists,
landscaping professionals or simply inspired amateurs.
Landscaping colleges and town departments are invited to take part in the consultation and
propose ideas.
The call for proposals is deliberately open to everyone and provides an opportunity for all artists
and other creative specialists to express themselves through the creation of monumental and
temporary works.
There is only one rule: take pleasure in designing and installing your work while respecting the
specifications !

Possible Types of Proposal
At Wesserling Park we suggest two ways of approaching the theme of the Festival.

The Complete Garden
The most ambitious and courageous applicants can propose a large-sized garden occupying
a complete plot with a surface area of 150 to 600 m². The works must be vast and offer surprising
progressions or innovative structures. They must immerse visitors in a parallel world and make them
forget where they are.

The Snapshot
The idea of a snapshot is to evoke the theme of the Festival in a small work - anecdotally,
humorously or artistically. The construction is less ambitious as it is smaller, but the design is just as
complex as it must be based on an idea which “strikes a chord”. A snapshot aims to surprise and
astonish the visitor, like a fleeting apparition.
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Design

Design
« La porte de Saknussemm », collectif F.Y.F, Festival 2017

Content of Dossier
Your application must be submitted to the organiser by 10 November 2017 at the latest (fill
in and send the form provided at the end of the specifications).
The complete dossier must be submitted by 15 January 2018 at the latest.
This dossier can be sent by post or delivered in person to the following address:
Parc de Wesserling – Ecomusée Textile
Festival des Jardins Métissés 2017
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling

Administrative documents to be included in the dossier:

• Participation form detailing the names and addresses of all members of the team and that of
its representative.
• Succinct dossier presenting your former achievements and your work.

Documents to be included in the dossier :

• Description of the essence of the project in connection with the theme and the site and a
suggestion for the title of the garden.
• Ground plan of the garden in colour, on a 1:100 scale (or 1:50 for a snapshot), specifying
the planned materials and planting plan.
• Significant cross-section of the project.
• Free-style pages featuring perspective drawings, freehand sketches, axonometric projections
and/or schematic diagrams for every specific technical element (floor anchorage, hanging
elements, etc.).
• Technical description detailing the installation procedures for the garden and the condition
in which you would like to find your plot upon arrival on site.
• Detailed costing of the project.
• Timetable specifying the number of days required to install the project and the number of
people who will be working on its installation.
• Programme for managing the plot for the duration of the Festival.
• Optional: project model.
The final location will be determined by the organiser and may entail adaptation of the work.
The jury will only consider complete dossiers with estimated materials costs less than or equal to
5000.00 euros incl. taxes for a complete garden or 1000.00 euros incl. taxes for a snapshot.
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Design
« La porte de Saknussemm », collectif F.Y.F, Festival 2017

Intellectual Property
The design proposal, drawings and all submitted documents remain the property of the designers.
Any graphic material may be published or exhibited. The names of the authors are always
specified. The same applies to photos produced by the organiser. These may be used, free from
copyright, for promotional purposes relating to the event and for general communications about
the gardens, with no time limit.
The works of art created for the Festival of Mixed Gardens using the budget allocated for
the event remain the property of the organiser.
Wesserling Park undertakes to mention the following: “Créé pour le Festival des Jardins Métissés –
Année xxxx / Artiste: nom, contact” (Created for the Festival of Mixed Gardens – Year xxxx / Artist:
name, contact). The Park may make changes to the work after its first year of display to the public,
if it has been retained for the purpose of re-display.

Technical Criteria
The Park welcomes tens of thousands of visitors each year. All constructions, pathways and
installations must therefore be built in such a way as to support this level of visitor numbers for
the duration of the Festival (4 months). You are invited to employ a technician within your team,
if necessary.
The presence of interactive elements within the gardens necessarily entails a huge amount of
unrestricted handling by all visitors and particularly by a young audience. Despite constant
surveillance of the gardens, we cannot control the movements of our public. Every element
must therefore be designed to last for the entire period of the Festival (4 months) and endure
repeated use without becoming dangerous to visitors’ safety.
The paths and walkways must be constructed in such a way as to offer universal access
(particularly for pushchairs and disabled persons). The Park has been awarded the Tourisme
& Handicap label and the gardens are entirely accessible. In this respect, you should plan for
walkways with a minimum width of 0.8 metres. The incline of pathways must not surpass 5 % (or 8 %
over a maximum distance of 2 metres). They must also permit visits from school groups (approx. 20
to 30 children per group and 400 children per day).
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Design
« La porte de Saknussemm », collectif F.Y.F, Festival 2017

All plots are equipped with a water inlet and an electrical outlet. We also have full outdoor
sound equipment (amplifiers, speakers, CD players) which we can make available to you on
request and subject to the approval of the technical department.
Wesserling Park is committed to the environment. A preference is given to natural, recyclable
or recycled materials and to materials gathered on site or in the surrounding environment.
The use of materials on the ground (mulch, minerals, etc.) must be carefully considered as these
materials must not mix with the underlying soil and must be easily retrievable at the end of the
Festival. We therefore strongly recommend that you include tarpaulins or geotextiles in the list of
supplies to isolate ground coverings.

Selection Criteria
The jury will comprise employees and volunteers from two garden management associations
as well as landscaping professionals (landscape contractors, landscape designers, visual
artists, members of the Parc & Jardins d’Alsace network or members of the town’s green spaces
department).
5 to 6 dossiers will be selected from the applications received.
Applicants will be notified of the results by letter.
The selected teams will be contacted by the Gardens Manager as soon as possible to schedule
a date on which to meet on site.
The Gardens Manager will be available to unsuccessful applicants, if they require an explanation
to understand the jury’s decision.
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Design
« La porte de Saknussemm », collectif F.Y.F, Festival 2017

The criteria analysed by the jury are as follows:

1

A Festival of Gardens which “mixes” plants.
•
•
•
•
•

2

Gardens embodying the history of the heritage site and its landscape.
•
•
•

3

Predominance and showcasing of plants. Designers who have no or little knowledge in the
field of gardening are invited to employ the skills of a landscapist or a technician for the
use of plants within their proposal.
Diverse selection of plants to ensure the plot remains attractive throughout the Festival
(June to October) thanks to a succession of flowering periods, use of foliage in diverse
colours or creation of designs where fruit trees are the main feature, etc.
Range of plants including horticultural plants, useful plants (dye plants, fibre plants, medicinal
plants) and vegetables.
High density of plants so that the plant element of these temporary gardens is dominant
from the start.
Materials which respect the environment and evoke the garden.

Landscape integration of the proposed work into one of the various spaces of expression
offered to the designers (see Intervention Site).
Use or emphasis of existing structures and viewpoints, establishment of a dialogue with the
site.
Evocation of its textile and industrial history through the selection of plants (linked to
fibres or dyes), the design of the beds (recalling textile motifs), the presence of materials
and machines evoking the industrial world (steam, metal, gears) or any other narrative
which inspires you.

Respecting this year’s theme - “Princesses and Samurai” - and the
country of origin.
•
•
•

Recreation of one of the worlds described in the manga stories or philosophical tales: lush
mountains, bamboo forests, traditional dwellings, etc.
Realisation of playful elements evoking the twists and turns of the protagonists’ adventures:
fantastical creatures in the gardens, philosophical puzzles to solve, craft objects to create
/ complete, etc.
Educational discourse related to the geometry found in certain arts (origami, sashiko), the
geography and natural features of Japan, agricultural techniques used in paddy fields,
etc.
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Design
« La porte de Saknussemm », collectif F.Y.F, Festival 2017

4

Exerting a power of attraction over visitors via a strong playful, educational
and interactive dimension.
•
•
•
•

•
•

5

An original and unexpected garden with innovative methods of construction and surprising
structures which transport visitors to another world during their visit (high platforms, long or
short tunnels, see-through or opaque materials, etc.).
A true work of art that has an emotional impact on the young and old and which invites
visitors to participate fully in the garden.
Presence of fun activities to do in the garden, distribution of clues to solve a puzzle or
strange objects and extraordinary machines to manipulate (sound objects, optical illusions,
participatory artworks to complete, etc.).
Creation of a genuine journey of discovery within the garden, fostering a succession
of sensations (interplay of colours, transition from shadow to light, variability of materials,
etc.); use of a multiplicity of pathways within the same plot, so visitors can enter and exit in
multiple locations.
Accessibility to all (disabled persons, children, families).
Consideration of the furniture present in the garden to invite rest, contemplation or even
activity (benches, chairs, hammocks, picnic tables, etc.).

Constructed for optimum safety.
•
•
•
•

Solid design resistant to the impact of multiple visitors.
Thorough consideration of technical aspects (materials, technical cross-sections, etc.).
Requiring simple maintenance by Park teams.
Within the allocated budget (5000 euros of material).

« La cabane cocon », Séverine Cadier et
Jean-Yves Béhotéguy, Festival 2010 à 2016

« Jardin de l’ordre Public », Nicolas Houdin et Josiane Rinn, Festival 2011
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Practical Conditions

Practical Conditions
Montage du projet « Le Rêve de Philéas Fogg », Hervé Munsch et
Florence Cannavacciuolo, Festival 2016

Intervention Site
The gardens are divided into 3 large areas:
• The regular garden is very geometrical and consists of squares of lawn; it is completely level
and visible from a distance. The works occupying this space must be monumental, of sufficient
height and highly distinctive (selection of colours, materials or unique design). Four plots are
available of a dimension of approx. 600 m².
• The Mediterranean terraces unfold below the château and offer a number of extremely
varied spaces.
The upper terrace of the château is a sunny space which connects with two rooms in the
building.
A large slightly sloping terrace (340 m²) offers a beautiful view of the herb alley in the vegetable
garden.
The grotto (a small cavity reminiscent of the old ice boxes used to keep products fresh) can be
used for a snapshot installation.
• The English park is a large space with centuries-old trees dotted throughout vast lawns. The
perimeter of the English park is home to barefoot paths. The unique shady atmosphere of the
woody undergrowth is the major characteristic of this romantic space.
We are also open to any other proposal. Work on major areas of the site (such as the central
beds in the regular garden) is possible.
Nous restons également ouverts à toute proposition. Le travail sur les axes majeurs du site
(parterres centraux du jardin régulier notamment) étant possible.
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Practical Conditions
Montage du projet « Le Rêve de Philéas Fogg », Hervé Munsch et
Florence Cannavacciuolo, Festival 2016
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Practical Conditions
Montage du projet « Le Rêve de Philéas Fogg », Hervé Munsch et
Florence Cannavacciuolo, Festival 2016

Fees and Budget
Fees for Selected Projects
For a complete garden:
• 800 euros incl. taxes for design
• 1500 euros incl. taxes for garden installation

For a snapshot garden:

• 600 euros incl. taxes for the design of a snapshot
• 1000 euros incl. taxes for the installation of a snapshot

If work is carried out by the Park team, the cost of this is deducted from this figure on the basis of
100.00 euros incl. taxes per half-day and per person or 30.00 euros incl. taxes per hour.
Design fees are payable from the end of May on presentation of an invoice.
Installation fees are payable from the end of July or the end of September for potentially “fragile”
projects requiring validation of the feasibility of the garden.
For artists resident in France, the invoice must include a SIRET number or a membership number
for the Maison des Artistes; other designers must include an intra-community VAT number on their
invoice.
Otherwise, a work contract is required. In this case, the total amount is in gross, from which the
various contributions will be deducted.

Supplies Budget
• up to 5000 euros incl. taxes for a garden
• up to 1000 euros incl. taxes for a snapshot
This sum exclusively covers plants, materials, machinery hire, costs for the transport of specific
materials and employment of an external company for a specific task that cannot be performed
by the designer(s).
All expenses must be validated in advance by the organiser before being confirmed to the supplier.
Expenses are reimbursed on presentation of a complete detailed invoice.
Some orders can be made directly by the organiser to group the needs of different designers and
potentially take advantage of reduced tariffs.
The raw materials used and transformed through creation will remain the property of the
Association de Gestion du Parc de Wesserling.
N.B. If the actual artistic expenses are less than the provisional budget amount, the unused
budget cannot be transferred to the fees or accommodation budget. The budgets allocated
to each item are independent.
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Practical Conditions
Montage du projet « Le Rêve de Philéas Fogg », Hervé Munsch et
Florence Cannavacciuolo, Festival 2016

Accommodation and Transport
Transport Fees
The Park has an overall budget from which to reimburse all designers for their travel costs; these
will include:
• a return trip to view the site and refine the project with Park teams
• a return trip (or several) to install the works on site
• a return trip to be present at the launch
Each designer is accorded a flat fee depending on their geographical distance from the site as
well as the number of extra return trips planned for the installation of the work.
A precise timetable of the dates of installation and the number and geographical origin of
persons must therefore be submitted to the organiser as soon as possible.
The total sum determined for each is included in the commitment agreement and cannot be
exceeded.
All additional interventions unannounced in the timetable cannot be reimbursed.
Sums paid are reimbursed only on presentation of supporting evidence.

Accommodation
Accommodation during your various visits to the site is provided by the Park.
You will be housed in holiday rentals, B&BS or hotels.
During the installation period, the holiday rental accommodation will be shared by different
successful applicants.
As the Park takes care of all accommodation directly, no specific allowance is provided for
accommodation.

Garden Installation
Organisation Meeting
A meeting is scheduled between mid-February and mid-March 2018 for you to visit the site and
meet and exchange information with Park teams.
This on-site meeting is compulsory and will involve discussion of the arrangements for future works,
so that these can take place under the best possible conditions.
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Practical Conditions
Montage du projet « Le Rêve de Philéas Fogg », Hervé Munsch et
Florence Cannavacciuolo, Festival 2016

On-Site Installation
The on-site installation of the gardens must be carried out by the designers. The Gardens
Manager will monitor the installation of the work to ensure that it is in keeping with the project
validated by the jury. The Manager may ask for modifications during the works, particularly as
regards visitor safety.
The installation timetable and the forecasted budget must be scrupulously observed.
Commencement of the works and delivery of the garden must take place on a week day, on a
specific date booked in advance with the Gardens Manager. The team of gardeners at the Park
do not work at weekends or on bank holidays.
The designers must be equipped with their own tools for the installation of the garden on site. If
tool purchases are included in the supplies budget, these tools will remain the property of the
Park and must be returned after completion of the works.
Wesserling Park does not own augers, lifting gear, compact excavators, etc. Designers must
therefore take this into account in planning the installation of their work.
A technical team can be made briefly available on site. This team’s job is not to construct the
works under the direction of the designers. However the team can provide advice.
The gardens remain accessible to the public during the period of installation. We therefore request
that you respect the boundaries of the worksite, determined in agreement with the garden team,
and be vigilant of any material or equipment on the pathways. No danger to visitors is permitted.
You may receive support from volunteers during the installation of the work on site. They can be
accommodated by the Park along with the designers, as long as there are spaces available in
the booked holiday rental accommodation.
All structures must be in place at the latest by the deadline for the completion of works,
i.e. 18 May 2018.

Maintenance and Disassembly of the Plot
Once the works are completed, garden maintenance and disassembly will be performed by
the team of gardeners at Wesserling Park. If possible, maintenance may be continued until the
end of December. Some works may be decorated and lit for the nocturnal extravaganzas held
during the month of December as part of the “Christmas in the Garden” event.
The designers are required to stipulate if any specific management is required. They must also
inform the Park team of any particular requirements for disassembly of the work, if applicable.
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Communications and
Nocturnal Extravaganzas

Communications
and Nocturnal
Extravaganzass
Event Communications
Communication materials comprise 100,000 leaflets, 1000 posters and 20,000 maps, signs in
situ and regular newspaper articles to promote the work of the artists selected to take part in
the Festival of Mixed Gardens.
Daily guided tours of the Gardens are offered to visitors. These are carried out by gardeners who
have themselves taken part in the installation.
Wesserling Park is solely responsible for communications relating to the Festival of Mixed Gardens
and assumes sole responsibility for garden signage based on documents provided by the
designers.

Content of Communications Dossier
A dossier containing all communications documents must be submitted in digital format before
30 March 2018.
This dossier must contain:
• A text presenting the designers and their careers (50 words maximum)
• A text presenting the work created for the Festival (180 words maximum)
• A colour map of the work
• A selected view of the project (perspective drawing, sketch, axonometric projection, etc.)
• Logos, names and details of potential partners (no other logo is permitted on the
display visuals for the works).
These documents will be used to:
• create a description of the work which can be downloaded from the Park website
• design an A3 panel printed on textile in French and German and sited on the
plot, within the gardens
• produce the press kit for the Festival.
Photographs of the works will be produced during installation and during the operating season;
these will be used in particular for Park communications via its Facebook page (https://fr-fr.
facebook.com/ParcDeWesserlingEcomuseeTextile/).
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Communications
and Nocturnal
Extravaganzas
Festival Launch
The designers undertake to take part in the official launch of the gardens.
This day is a fun event which enables guest visitors and partners to meet the designers and talk
to them about their work.
The day begins at 10:00 with official speeches and continues with a visit to each plot, followed
by a gathering with drinks. A meal is provided for all the designers and garden teams at the Park
at midday.
The nights before the launch day are managed by the Park.

Nocturnal Extravaganzas in the Gardens
The Gardens are open in the evening during the first three weeks of August, from Thursday to
Sunday, 18:00 to 22:00.
Visitors are invited to come and discover the site by night on an imaginative fairy-tale journey,
featuring characters drawn from the selected works (manga, fairy tales, etc.) inspired by this
year’s theme.
The Gardens are lit by the Park’s technical team. Lighting equipment is installed in July.
The designers must therefore ensure that their garden is accessible for nocturnal events.

Site Access for Designers
Designers and their close families (partners and children) enjoy unlimited access to the Festival
for its duration. The Park provides a named “Partner Pass” for this purpose which will be distributed
to the designers on the day of the launch.
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Application Form
DESIGNERS
Please name a single official representative of your team to facilitate the distribution of emails
and letters during the application period.
If you are selected to participate in the Festival of Mixed Gardens, all members of the team will
be duly cited in the various communication media and in exchanges with Park personnel.

Official Team Representative
Name :
N° SIRET :
N° Maison des Artistes :
Address :

Telephone :
E-mail :

Team
Name team :
Composition de l’équipe (pour chaque membre = nom, prénom, adresse complète,
téléphone et e-mail) :

The team mentioned above undertakes to present a garden project as part of the 16th Festival
of Mixed Gardens which will take place at Wesserling Park from 3 June to 30 September 2018.
I will submit my complete dossier to the organiser before 15 January 2018.
Please send your application form before 10 November 2017 via email to the following address
- jardins@parc-wesserling.fr - or via post addressed to:
Parc de Wesserling – Ecomusée textile
Service Jardins - Festival des Jardins Métissés 2018
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
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CONTACT FORM

Parc de Wesserling - Écomusée textile
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Tél. : +33 (0)3 89 38 28 08
jardins@parc-wesserling.fr
www.parc-wesserling.fr

Garden departement
Guillaume NOUVELLON
jardins@parc-wesserling.fr
+33 (0)3 89 38 28 12

Communications Department
Isabelle VASILJEVIC
communication@parc-wesserling.fr
+33 (0)3 89 38 28 13

Accounts Department
Christelle MEHLEN
cmehlen@parc-wesserling.fr
+33 (0)3 89 38 28 10
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